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Birds short story and movie

Hey, Buddy! I welcome you to another New Year with another guide from me! I've recently gotten myself caught up in the world of literature, and I want to introduce it to you, too! So what are you waiting for? Let's start!&gt; a written utensil &gt; paper &gt; this is the most important, SO DON'T FORGET IT!!! - YOUR
IMAGINATION! - As everyone knows, history starts off with once upon a time... It's not a bad way to start, and it can be used as an interesting bait for your audience, but... Let's hold on for a while. Let's start with thoughts of what you want to write about: Fantasy, Mystery, Science Fiction, Non-Fiction, Historical Fiction,
Romance, etc. Select one, and start leaving your flow IMAGINATION. Usually the Plot Diagram appears as a roller coaster or something like a triangle. There is the display, the conflict, the rising action, the high-point, the falling stocks, and the resolution. It's easier to start brains at the highest point or the resolution, so
you can work backward. You should fill in the first conflict (which should drive the main character is the feel to create the story). There are four types of conflicts: &gt; Most Common: Character vs. Character (Protagonist vs. Antagonist) &gt; Conflicts to Only Internal: Character vs. Self &gt; Last One: Character vs. Nature
&gt; Character vs. Society After Doing All That Works, You Can Finally Get Down in Writing! Here's the thing: Everyone writes uniquely. There are many perspectives you can write to: 1st Poor, and 3rd Poor. There are 3 types of third outlook. &gt;Objective: Where the narator doesn't know a single thought of any
character. It's like to see it in their own eyes.&gt;Omniscient: Where the narrator knows what everyone is thinking.&gt;Limited: Where the narator can hear only one person's (main character) thinking. Get written now! Usually, the first one you write, or tap up, should draft you. You can find a friend to review it and give you
input on it to brush it up. Good Luck! Hi guys! Do you want to do something special? Something different from a cooking recipe? So you get the right instructible! You don't need to buy anything, you just need a piece of paper and a pen or a computer to write. You need some imagination and a bit of patience. Don't worry!
It's not like a novel! You must write the maximum 3 pages. Now let's go to make up a short story!   The photos I post here inspire me for various stories, that's why I put them here. First of all, you have to select the main characters. (5 different protagonists maximum) Then, it is necessary to describe their appearance,
nature and explain how they relate together. You have to give enough details without revealing everything.  To be common people with particular characteristics and turmoil. (This cartoon is not me, my cousin draws it. )Now you have to paint the sides of the story. It can be anywhere, as long as its description is undefined
and somewhat anguished. In this type of story, you must imagine three different maximum locations. Places to be familiar to the reader. (A house, in the street, in a cinema etc...) You also have to describe the onbian, the atmosphere that relates to their location. The short story must be based on two or three main
themes. He can deal with any topic. (About Nature for example) The story can be fantastic too. All along the story you have to focus on these themes. Events must unwind around them. You can make them obvious, but it is more important when these topics are implied. In this step, you have to introduce something
unusual in a real and normal context. Something that will issue the behaviors of the characters and their habits. It is necessary to be afraid of a particular scene, that we can call the key-scene. The characters, and of course the reader, have to feel insectic, absorbed and worried about what's happening. The short story
must spread in detail. After clear-scenes you must be more and more accurate in their description. This step is relevant because the reader will use these details as including imagine how the story ends. These details can have diverse meanings and interpretations. The reader must lead on an evil track and misinterpret
the events of the story and the attitudes of the characters. The suspension will endure to the end of the story. This sentiment will encourage the reader to know the result. You must make the suspension deeper. The attitudes of the characters are changing, where they seem to bother. The attention of the reader must be
returned. He doesn't have to suspect what will really happen at the end of the short story and be afraid. Only at the end of the short story, in the last sentence, in the last words, you will reveal the denoucies. It means the downfall of the story. You must invent an unexpected end. If the reader is surprised and shocked, you
succeeded to build a short story. Published on January 1, 2021 Seats and offices are parts needed for most people's working environment, but it comes at a cost. Many times, people experience pain or strokes in sitting in front of a computer. And in some extreme cases, people can experience several health problems
due to seat seats all day. This issue has been around for a long time, the way before this pandemic began as people's lives involved a lot of sitting. Not only do we sit in a profiles but we also sit on couches to watch television and more. According to research, we spend an average of 13 hours a day sitting—whether for
leisure or employment. It's no wonder that people need to find better solutions to improve posture. One of the best tools created because of this is in their bags. A new take on something familiar, we'll be in the detail below about the benefits of stopping desks that people consider buying.7 DeskIf benefits you're not too
familiar with the stand office trend, knowing that you're not alone. Stopping their statements has only recently come in popularity and not everyone out there is too keen on them. But allow me to show you some of the reasons for you to be keen on and consider getting one.1. You'll lose WeightGenerally speaking, losing
weight requires burning more calories than what you're taking in. You get weight by taking more calories than what you're burning. In the case of sitting at a desk, you don't really burn any calories despite your muscles being hurting and stiff after a while. On the other hand, even things like standing up do actually burn
calories. Research shows that standing has consumed about 170 additional calories. In other words, you could burn almost an extra 1000 calories just by standing in your office every afternoon while working. Research has also shown that longer seating is linked thus strongly to etabolic disorders and obesity.2. Lower
Blood Sugar LevelsAlong lines are the same, seating for periods of time can make your blood sugar levels increase after eating. This is especially true among people with insulin resistance or type 2 diabetes. Even just standing in an office after lunch can do a lot of good as some office workers have attested to.
Researchers say that standing for 180 minutes after lunch reduced risk for a blood spike by 43% compared with those who sit down. This is one of many benefits of standing.3 desk. Lower the risk that your DiseaseIf has lower blood sugar and are burning more calories, you will naturally be avoiding fewer problems that
in the future. It is widely accepted at this point that the more you are sitting, the more the risk of getting problems that you will have.4. Reduced pain would not suggest standing desks if I didn't believe in the benefits, such as helping relieve back pain. But there's scientific research to back up the claim that standing desks
do reduce back pain. A study found that participants report a 32% relief in lower pain after several weeks of using StandIng Desk. The CDC also found that using a sat-stand desk reduced upper back and neck pain by 54% after 4 weeks of use, too. 5. Boost ProductivityOne of the common misconception about stopping
Office is that they prevent everyday tasks like typing. While we won't agree that standing up while work will take some getting used to, most people haven't seen a significant impact on typical work. A study found that using a standing drawing for 4 hours per day, there was no impact on typing characters per minute or
typing error. Indeed, you may be more productive than before due to improving both and energy levels.6. Increasing Attitude and EnergyGoing in more detail with this, research shows that improvement in attitudes and energy levels is due to a reduction in stress and fatigue. One study found that people using a standing
desk reported less of these things. What's even more striking is that when people revere sitting in their demand, the overall attitude and energy level recover at their original level.7. Living LongerConsidering has less risk for many health concerns just by stopping more, it makes sense you'll live longer in this overall. There
are an overwhelming number of science that shows how sitting down is harmful to our overall health. So stopping makes more sense, which is shown by the various benefits of the standing desk I have introduced here.10 Better Stand DeskAs more urgent studies on the benefits of office standing, the more they become
appealing and more people will want to buy them. Of course, many businesses have reached this request and are given a wide variety of options. Below, I chose out some of the offices standing best around that provides you with all the benefits above and offer some other unique aspects.1. The most office Space Stand
DeskThis is one of the best seller around and for good reason—the office that stands at FEZIBO allows you to recalize the benefits of standing desks and offer a few other things to go with it. One of the key aspects of this is the great workplace. It covers a 55 x 24 space that offers plenty of space while standing. In fact,
you can easily fit two desktop monitors on this desk if you'd like it! Buy the office here.2. Best Compact Adjustment DeskFor people looking for a compact stand, the one from Seville's Classic is a good spuck. Unlike standard Office standards, this is more of a standing desk. It's meant to be on top of a station rather than
on its own. Even with this minor case, this offers enough space — approximately 30 inches wide and 20 inches deep — and has a keyboard tray too. Other wonders about this desk are you can effortlessly—and without any noise—convert this into a standing desk and sitting. Buy Seville's Classic Office here.3.
Alternative Contract Adjustment Contract DeskAnother compact alternative to similar to Classic Seville is the one from ABOX. They have an electric office marketplace stopping that can adjust to diverse heights. Like the Seville, you can use this for both sitting and standing. What's unique about this, though, is the slightly
larger space it gives the more one-button automatic lift. In addition, the design is sturdier and can hold up to 44 pounds. Buy stopping the ABOX office converter here.4. Best High Rise Stand DeskFor people who want an even more unique design, one option is the Victor High Rise collection. Like the previous two, this
needs the support of a However, the big key difference is where everything is positioned. Since this office stands to use a support pole, this is ideal for monitors if you plan to use it to stand up. It also offers seating opportunities thanks to the additional panels that can be attached to the support pillar. Some other notable
features are the easy pipe technology, allowing it to convert quickly. It also has a security sensor to protect you and your designs as object sensors are detected while lowering in a sitting position. Additionally, since this is a support pole, you are allowed to freely adjust the height at any time. Try it out here.5. Best L-
shaped Electric Stand DeskFEZIBO offers a multitude of quality desk stands and another we wanted to mention was L-shaped electric offices. It's able to support itself on its own so there's no need for additional work support, and it's also in a unique form unlike other polls on that list. It's fully electric as well, being able to
adjust it easily between standing height and sitting height if necessary. The design also makes it ideal for corner spots or if you're looking to merge multiple L-shaped offices into a cooperative space. Try out this disk here.6. The ideal Office of DeskOne Study of the benefits of modern standing offices is their adjusted
height. With dual engines working together, this Desk stand offers slim and simple adjustment when it comes to height. This is also one of the sturdier polls being made from heavy-duty steel. He can hold about 260 pounds and offers the same elevations as many of the stand-alone polls listed this year. Another nice
feature is the 4 preset buttons. This allows you to customize the height of the office by communicating it in memory. Just press the Adjust M at the position and place it. Pick up Ergosoft's office here.7. Ideal Surface TopTypical Desk stands often use wood or metal, but you can find rare stand desks that use bamboo. In
the case of Uplift Desk, some of the surface headers are bamboo. Why is this so important? Well for one, bamboo is sturdier than most other material while also being the friendly environment and still having an appealing view. He can lift 355 pounds with his 3-step legs and offer dual monitoring space. It even comes
with a 10-year all-inclusive guarantee that is protection unlike what other companies typically offer. Find Uplift's Bamboo Office here.8. Alternative L-Shape Stand DeskIf you are looking for another l-shaped, an alternative is the one from Mr Ironstone. The different advantage of this office stand is the ease of installation
and clean-easier cleaning is thanks to the material of the surface being anti-skidding and anti-scratch. Buy Ironstone's office stand here.9. Best standing Desk FrameWith most offices being able to break down easily, another option is to simply change the basis the drawing. In the case of FEZIBO's frame, this provides
the same high quality, but at a smaller price due to only getting the frame. This particular frame is made of metal, has 4 lockable kasters and cable management tray with touch control, and has a length of 43.31 to 59.05 —making it compatible with most self-driving jobs looking to attach it to. Buy the frame here.10.
Laptop stands DeskSIDUCAL to make standing desks appropriate for laptops. While it will be difficult to find a monitor, the laptop office can offer some other unique advantages. For one, it's a very mobile office stand, allowing you to move it around an office space with ease. Second, since it's designed for laptops, it's
light and has a panel that adjusts for laptop placement. Lastly, it still offers a decent amount of space for anything else – not another desktop, but office supplies, a water bottle, and other things that would be fine. Buy a laptop desk stand here. Under LineThere is many benefits to office stands, and modern ergonomic
designs offer a lot more beyond existing benefits in the stands. As you can see, these same profiles offer extra advantages that any typical drawings can offer—and then some. Buy one of the suggested offices standing today, and enjoy the benefits of having one. Featured Photo Credit: LinkedIn Sales Navigator via
unsplash.com unsplash.com
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